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Please accept my apology for the delay in communications April. This response is to the 201 Violation we 
received for operating without an air permit. 

We have paused all manufacturing of the deer blinds as of May 5th 2017 due to the odor bothering our 
neighbor next door. We have been working dilligently since then to find a solution that works for the 
space. We did receive our first test premade panel which was made down in Ohio and it looks very close 
to what we need as far as quality in a wall panel. Currently we are working on a prototype that will allow 
us to use the pre made panels and just make a roof and front door here in our shop. Virtually cutting our 
styrene use 90%. 

We also have a company coming in weds June 21st. to look at our system and see how their odor elimation 
products could be used. I did drop off a Ozonator air filteration plug in unit to Steve we purchased for him 
to put in his office to help with any leftover odors that might creep over. But again since May we insulated 
the entire wall and drywalled up the mezzanine opening that was a possible point of entrance into his 
suite. 

We have also tried some more of that flavor concentrate and which smells like the entire both suites are 
a fruit roll up at this point. I could possibly be getting headaches from too much fruit smell now. We looked 
into the actual smell trigger and its not actually from spraying the material. it is from it curing. 

As of today we are trying to move forward in hopes of fixing the odor issues and getting a air permit to be able 
to continue. 

Thank you for all of your help and understanding so far, 

Sincerly, 

Tommy Zondervan 
Shack hunting blinds LLC 
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